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Biopolitics, the Bio-Environment
Bio-Culture in the Next Millennium
-Hellenic-Czech Cultural Symposium aims at international co-operation
On April 3, 1995 at the
Athens Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, the Biopolitics
International Organisation
organised a Hellenic-Czech
Cultural Symposium aimed at
increasing international cooperation for the protection of
the bio-environment.

“...unless attempts
are made to permanently
strengthen the
positive features
of humankind.,
such as tolerance,
and to suppress
the negative ones,
such as aggression, everything
can very easily be
misused.”
-Dr. Rudolf Zahradnik,
President of the Czech
Academy of Sciences

BIO-DIPLOMACY FINDS
NEW DIMENSIONS
he world is going through a
crucial period of transition
and a re-evaluation of priorities in society is essential in order
to face the challenges ahead. New
models and a new vision for the
future are requirements for building a harmonious society in the
next millennium. Destructive attitudes, that have led to severe environmental deterioration, need to
give way to a conscious effort to
preserve the earth for the generations to come.

T

“Young scientists are generally
unable to support their families
on their salaries which are below
the national average for state
employees. ” -Professor Vaclav
Mejstrik

Now, more than ever before, is the
time to realise that respect for bios
and the bio-environment need to
become the essence of every action
and thought.
“It has been widely recognised
The B.I.O. President and Founder
and acknowledged, that protectDr.
Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis,
ed areas play a crucial role in
during
her opening address, stressed
the protection and enhancement
that
the
bio-environment can proof the natural environment, as
vide
the
necessary unifying dimenwell as in the preservation and
restoration of biodiversity at all
sions to transcend boundaries and
levels. ” -Dr. Jan Cerovsky
attain international co-operation.
Furthermore, the bioenvironment can become
the interdisciplinary link
between culture, diplomacy and trade, leading to a
new era of bio-culture,
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for Sustainable Living and former
Minister of Environment of the
Czech Republic, who was an ardent
Biopolitics supporter and friend.
The programme included presentations by H.E Ambassador
“To succeed, the bio-approach
must be embedded into the daily
life of all sectors of society. It
must be reflected within the
countless decisions made every
day, every hour by countless
players within society. ” -Dr.
Bedrich Moldan

George
Georgiou,
H.E.
Ambassador Professor Jiri
Marvan, H.E. Ambassador
Panayotis
Economou,
the
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of the Czech Institute for
Nature Conservation.
On Friday, March 31, a luncheon was hosted by the Mayor
of Athens Mr. Dimitris
Avramopoulos and three Deputy
Mayors, Mr. Nikolaos Giatrakos,
Mrs. Elli Evagellidou and Mr.
Elias Skalaios, to honour the
Deputy Lord Mayor of
Prague Mr. Lubor Pavlicek.
B.I.O. wishes to acknowledge the co-organisers of
this
event,
H.E.
the
Ambassador of the Czech
Republic Jiri Marvan and
Mr. Bohuslav Santrucek,
Director of Czech Airlines
for Greece.

A Permanent Centre for
the International
University for
the Bio-Environment
Official Launching of the IUBE
Visiting Scholars Programme
The Biopolitics International Organisation proudly announces
headquartering of the International University of the BioEnvironment in Rodini Park on the island of Rhodes, Greece.
The IUBE was launched in 1990, in order to stimulate educational reforms on a world-wide basis. The IUBE Centre in
Rhodes, donated by the City of Rhodes, offers the possibility for
the implementation of IUBE programmes. The area for the
Centre in Rodini Park covers 517,700 m2, and the park itself is
the captive breeding site of the Platoni deer as part of a conservation programme for this endemic species. The three-storey
building installations which will be functioning as the IUBE
headquarters include two large conference halls and several facilities for lectures, seminars and workshops.
The IUBE Centre at Rodini will provide the opportunity to
implement IUBE goals and projects and promote teaching and
research in multi-disciplinary environmental programmes.
The IUBE Visiting Scholars Programme will be officially
launched at Rodini on October 29-30, 1995.

Honour bestowed
upon the Biopolitics
International Organisation

Around Corfu
Frankenfoods are here

14

“We must re-build the tax system and agree upon a new system of economic policies, which
would strictly support protection
of the environment and nature.”
-Dr. Ivan Rynda

President of the Czech Academy of
Sciences Dr. Rudolf Zahradnik
and fellow academicians Dr.
Jaroslav Stoklasa and Professor
Vaclav Mejstrik, the former Czech
Minister of Environment Dr.
Bedrich Moldan, the former
Chairman of the Environmental
Committee of the Federal Assembly of
the Czech Republic Dr. Ivan
Rynda, and Dr. Jan Cerovsky

The President and Founder of the Biopolitics International Organisation, Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis, has been nominated for the 1995
Nobel Prize for Peace. The nomination was made by the Co-President
of the Nobel Laureate International Physicians for the Prevention of
Nuclear War, Professor Sergei Kolesnikov.
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environmental preservation as the
pathway leading to a United
Europe. The hope is that the bioenvironment will eventually bring
together every country in the world,
and efforts to protect our planet will
become joint international projects.
B.I.O. dedicated the symposium
to the memory of Dr. Josev
Vavrousek, Chairman of the Society

“As the unregulated market
economy alone cannot protect
the environment, administrative
and economic elements, as well
as regulations and their enforcement for environmental protection, are necessary. ” -Dr.
Jaroslav Stoklasa

The fall of O.J. Simpson
Putting the boys to shame
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PROFESSOR LEV
FISHELSON, Professor of Zoology at Tel
Aviv University and
recipient of numerous academic and
professional awards,
has been advisor to
the Israeli government and a member
of the Environmental Quality Steering Committee to the Prime Minister. He has a long-standing
association with B.I.O. and has been among the
founding members of the International University for the Bio-Environment (I.U.B.E.). His areas
of expertise are zoology, marine biology, parasitology and botany, on which he has written several books and many articles.

e are living in
exciting
times
when the real possibility for peace
and prosperity are
with us, and I would like to
present some points of view
on environmental problems,
that should occupy our
attention for the benefit of all peoples of
the Eastern Mediterranean.

W

During the last decades,
environmental problems
that, up to then, had only concerned a small group of interested scientists, suddenly
became hot topics by the media,
and the global concern of
humankind, resulting in several
summit
meetings.
This
changeover was due to some very
frightening developments that,
thanks to the media have become
common knowledge.
First , the destruction of the
stratospheric zone by gases of
anthropogenic origin has
become an environmental
issue of the gravest importance,
primarily drawing attention
to the potential alteration
of the global environment by human intervention. For the
first time a global response
was elicited
before the
effect could
b
e
observed
de facto.
There is
l i t t l e
d o u b t
that even
partial
destruction of the
o z o n e
layer would
constitute a
biological
catastrophe,
destroying plant
and animal life,
changing the climate and
causing major health problems such as skin cancer.
The second global problem is
acid clouds and rain. Acidity is
produced by increased atmospheric levels of gases such as sulphide,
carbon and nitrogen oxides. These
gases are the primary industrial
pollutants, and they combine with
vapour to produce acid clouds
that are borne by the wind across
the earth, damaging plants and

BioEnvironmental
quality, health
and peace

acidifying the soil.
The problem of
increasing CO 2 emissions is the third major
environmental concern. This gas is
responsible for the socalled “greenhouse effect”, as its
continuous emission, primarily
through the heavy use of fossil
fuels, causes a global rise in temperature of about 0.5 o C over a
ten year period. The long-term
effect could be melting of the icecaps, rise in sea-level (with the
flooding of human settlements situated low on the shores), increase
in evaporation and desertification
of sub-arid zones, and changes in
soil moisture.
These atmospheric air quality
issues are some of the problems
that the global community
recognises as

serious threats
to
bios.
There are,
how-

e v e r ,
minor regional problems, lurking
on our doorstep, causing deep
concern to all who foresee what
could be waiting around the bend.
I would, therefore, like to address
the problems of urbanisation ,
since cities will be hosting the
majority of the human population

in the future.
The situation today
is frightening, and the
more we study it, the more frightening it becomes. Our region suffers from major pollution problems, as do most industrialised
regions in the world, and especially those in developing nations,
where rapid population growth
places high demands for a parallel
rise in production. This in turn
elicits “short-cuts” from decision
makers endangering both nature
and humans.
The earth is becoming a human
world of unperfected events.
The search for easy solutions
means that humanity is now living
at the expense of the future. A
small example of this is what is
done today with chemical industrial waste and ash, produced by
the burning of fossil fuels at
Power Plants. Each
year, millions of
tons of chemical
waste and ash are
disposed of into the
sea, at medium
depths. Included in
this tonnage are hundreds of kilograms of
mercury,
cadmium,
arsenic, chromium copper and nickel. It is
expected that this amount
will have doubled in the next
10-20 years. With our own
hands we are building a ticking
time-bomb just 20-30 km off the
Mediterranean shores!
Sea water is a well
known solvent, and thus toxic
materials can easily pollute the
food chain and end up on our
plates. Is there a solution to this
problem? Of course there must
be! For example, ships transporting coal could return
the ash to the empty
mines. Clean on both
ends of the line.
Costly? Possibly,
but much less
hazardous and
more positive
for
the
future.
O u r
region is
g o i n g
through a
dynamic
period of
growth and
change, particularly
since
the
efforts
to
restore peace
and the predicted growth and
industrialisation of
Mediterranean countries. A foreseeable
population growth, coupled
with increased industrialisation,
can result in a blatant disregard
for the basic concepts of environmental quality, nature conservation and sustainability.
These stress-inducing
factors appear negligible when
one reflects on the numerous
problems our region faces at the
present time, but they will eventually jeopardise the health of
Continued on page 8
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EDITORIAL

A new pathway for Democracy
s humanity enters the next millennium, the issue of bios will grow in complexity. More than just the appreciation and protection of the bio-environment,
in all its varied manifestations, humanity will
have to confront fundamental moral, legal
and political dilemmas consequent on
cumulative technological advancements.
These advancements could be life-enhancing or life-threatening depending on our ability to understand their various implications,
as well as our readiness to preserve the Dr Agni Vlavianoscommon good. The urgent task ahead is to Arvanitis, President and
inform the public regarding these chal- Founder of the
lenges, so as to give rise to a global con- Biopolitics International
sciousness, and be morally and mentally Organisation
prepared to face the uncertainties ahead.
In this crucial endeavour, it is essential to have global participation. Up
to now, even in democratic regimes, citizens rarely speak out as a majority, and are often overshadowed by the presumptuous attitudes of arrogant
minorities. Present breakthroughs in the field of communication technology
can provide the opportunity for the public to be actively involved in issues
concerning our daily lives, and be able to cast a vote, anytime, through
computer networks and other communication link-ups, which can make
immediate feedback possible from any corner of the globe. A proposed
World Referendum on the commitment to protect the bio-environment
can be the manifestation of such an attempt, with many more dimensions
to follow. These dimensions can open up new pathways for a participatory democracy, where opinions will be actively expressed and politicians
will no longer be able to evade their responsibilities.
In order to avoid a robot-like mechanistic society, human creativity has
to be channelled toward a constructive and productive “renaissance”.
Technology coupled with a sound system of values may provide limitless
opportunities for the blossoming of the human spirit. As we are entering an
electronic era, telecommunications will inevitably shape the future of our
society. Without doubt, communication technology can become the vehicle
with which to inseminate society with new biocentric thinking, and provide
a world-wide multidisciplinary exchange of information promoting appreciation of the bio-environment as the core component of every human
endeavour. It is therefore imperative that we apply the full potential of
these new tools to guarantee a society made up of responsible and affected citizens.

A

Representatives in the
following countries have pledged support to the BIO goals:
AFRICA:
Algeria; Botswana; Egypt; Ethiopia; Ghana; Kenya; Malawi; Mauritius; Morocco;
Mozambique; Nigeria; Senegal; Seychelles; Sudan; Tanzania; Chad;

AMERICA:
Argentina; Bahamas; Bermuda; Brazil; Canada; Chile; Colombia; Cuba; Equador; Guyana;
Mexico; Peru; United States; Venezuela

ASIA:
Cambodia; China; Hong Kong; India; Indonesia; Israel; Japan; Jordan; Kuwait; Lebanon;
Malaysia; Pakistan; Philippines; Singapore; Sri Lanka; Thailand

EUROPE:
Albania; Austria; Belarus; Belgium; Bulgaria; Croatia; Cyprus; Czech Republic; Denmark;
Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary; Ireland; Italy; Latvia; Lithuania;
Monaco; Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Romania; Russia; Slovakia; Spain; Sweden;
Switzerland; Turkey; Ukraine; United Kingdom; Yugoslavia

OCEANIA:
Australia; Guinea; Papua New Guinea; Solomon Islands

Bio News is published by the Biopolitics
International Organisation
Editor-in-chief - Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis
Deputy editor - Helen Papadimitriou
Production director - Angela Brown-Louris
Editorial consultant - Christos Efthymiopoulos
Editorial assistants - Nikos Lykouropoulos
Dimitris Charalambidis
BIOPOLITICS INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION
10 TIM. VASSOU, ATHENS 115 21, GREECE
TEL: (301) 6432 419 FAX:(301) 6434 093
E-MAIL: bio@leon.nrcps.ariadne-t.gr
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The Role of a New Type of Rationality and Cultural Capital
Since 1987, SANJIN DRAGOJEVIC has been, at the
Institute for Development and International Relations in Zagreb, participating in the coordination of
two world networks, Culturelink and the Network
for Scientific Development Research Institutions in
Developing Countries. He frequently contributes to
scientific journals and conferences, and is a permanent guest lecturer on two post-graduate study programmes in Austria. The following paper was presented at the International Sakharov Festival,
Athens, July 1994.

he ‘Western’ type of rationality is linked to a myth
deeply rooted in the overall
spirit of our civilisation,
which tells us that for every decision-making situation, there exists
only one best choice, and only that
choice should be regarded as optimal. This highly abstract view may
be called a position of substantial
rationality.

T

Everybody knows, however, that
rational choice is dependent upon at
least three determinants, which regularly influence the decision-making process. The first is the need for a clearly
isolated and defined field of rational
observation. The second is the influence of a value system. The third is the
influence of specific circumstances
under which some rational choice is
undertaken (such as shortage of time,
lack of information, etc). The scientific
authorities who pay the greatest attention to these conditions could be
regarded as rational relativists. They
tell us that we never deal with the best
rational choices, and consequently, our
attention has to be focused on goodenough decisions, measuring and anticipating their side-effects.
These two opposed theoretical
standpoints are parts of the same concept: monistic or functional rationality.
Our world is living in a state of perma-

nent conflict between these opposed
and unfriendly rationalities, economic,
political, cultural, environmental etc.
Every one of them has developed specific theoretical and practical approaches and forms of action, different institutions, elites and subjects for the promotion of its aims and measures, as well as
formal and informal ways of, and techniques for, imposing its and purposes.
As a consequence of the anthropocentric concept of life, human beings
are seen solely as beings of projection
and self-realisation. The only limits to
human interest and actions are the
actions of other humans. This analogy
we find in the division of particular segments of human reality represented by
different disciplines. The ways of functioning (and internal rationality) of different segments of human totality find
limits to, and corrections of, their statements, aims and results, only from the
functioning of different, or opposed,
segments of life (and internal rationalities). What is on one level rational, on
another is irrational and vice versa.
Development has been seen merely as
some kind of more or less successful
social compromise.
Now the idea of the possible collapse
of bios sends us back for systemic rationality, so characteristic of the cultures
of the past. All those cultures find
wholeness in the world as created, while
the specificity of modern Western civilisation is that the essence of the world
should be created and produced.
The consequences of one dominant
concept of development, predominantly based on a balance of conflicts, bring
us back to the old-new paradigm of the
self-organising universe . The most

In Memoriam
LORD ENNALS OF NORWICH - B.I.O.
TRUSTEE AND VALUED FRIEND

Lord Ennals of Norwich PC, former
Labour MP and Secretary of State for
Social Services 1976-1979. Died on June 17,
1995 aged 72. He was born on August 19,
1922.
David Ennals was educated in the United
Kingdom and the USA. He had held ministerial
posts in the Home Office, the Foreign Office,

important task of our time is to develop
the tools to understand the totality of
the world of life, and to aim at preserving our existence, as a part of it. For the
first time in history the overall crisis of
life makes us able to realise that the ultimate aim of all humankind is to preserve the totality and variety of bios.
The fulfilment of that aim depends
on our ability to replace isolated and
autonomous rationalities with a systemic one, oriented toward bios. It
means that the parameters of all our
actions should be guided by the diverse
and fragile parameters of universal life.

Human, Social or Cultural
Capital?
Finally, if we ask once again: rationality or rationalities? The answer is: rationalities, but always in accordance with,
the unique and interdependent rationality of life which is an obligatory one.
It is possible to cope with systemic
problems only by using systemic
approaches, abilities and sources.
Developments oriented toward bios
are predominantly dependent upon
using so-called non-material, symbolic
or systemic forms of capital. The
answer to the eternal question “who is
the real subject of change, - the individual, group or society?” - will be, of
course, logically connected with preference for the treatment and interconnection of human, social and cultural
capital, as three basic types of symbolic
capital.

or the first time in
history, the crisis of
life makes us
realise that the ultimate
aim of all humankind is
to preserve the totality
and variety of bios.

F

Human capital is created by changing people to give them skills to enable
them to act in new ways. Social capital,
is created when relationships among
groups of people change in ways which
facilitate action. And finally, cultural
capital is created according to the abili-

and the Ministries of Defence, Health and
Social Security. During the late seventies, he sat
in the Cabinet of James Callaghan for three
years and became member of the House of
Lords in 1983. He had been Chairman of the
UN Association of the UK, the Ockenden
Venture (for refugees), the National
Association for Mental Health, the
Parliamentary Food and Health Forum, the
Children's Medical Charity, and the Asian
Committee of the British Refugee Council, and
President of the College of Occupational
Therapy, the National Society of Non-Smokers
and, since 1988, the Tibet Society. His publications included Strengthening the United
Nations (1957), Middle East Issues (1958),
United Nations on Trial (1962) and Out of
Mind (1970).
On May 13, 1988, B.I.O. held a HellenicBritish Symposium sponsored by the
British Council. The Right Honourable
Lord Ennals was the keynote speaker. The
following article contains highlights from
his presentation.
Bios means life. Life on this planet is in danger. The biosphere is an intricately linked system, and violence done to the environment,
animals and plant life has its repercussions on
human life as well. we do not and cannot live in
isolation from our surroundings.
Mankind is involved in a unique race. No
one can know what will be the state of the
world as we move into the next millennium.

e need a new type
of individual, group
and society...virtually new skills, sensibilities
and ways of thinking and
acting.

W

ty of a society to act in unison in order
to fulfil certain aims and tasks. If the
question of preserving and promoting
bios is to be addressed, all these three
forms of non-material capital (embodied in every human being and
humankind as a whole) have to be combined and interconnected.
In other words, we need, at the same
time, a new type of individual, group
and society, which means that we have
to develop virtually new skills, and
ways of thinking and acting. On an individual level the most important factor
for change is dependent upon new biooriented education; on a group level,
the most important is the ability to build
up coherent and obligatory sets of
founded bio- norms and principles, and
on the level of societies, consensus is
crucial in accordance with bio-oriented
paradigms of development.
The two most dominant orientations
in contemporary social sciences are
theories of methodological individualism and methodological holism. The
first is characteristic of economics, the
second, of sociology. A radical version
of methodological individualism can be
found in the model of homo economicus wherein only individual behaviour
can create and make social reality.
While methodological holism, embodied in the model of homo sociologicus,
advocates that only the pressure of
social reality determines the behaviour
of individuals.
Bridging this gap is undoubtedly one
of the very clear efforts which more
connect different scientific disciplines
in the field of the social sciences. Both
the individual and society are biological
entities, and integral parts of the world
of life. That does not mean that the
problems of our world will be solved in
through the development of homo biologicus as a corrective model presenting theories of environmental sciences.
We have to leave the theoretical and

On the optimistic side we have the words of
Arnold Toynbee, spoken more than a generation ago: "Our generation is the first since the
dawn of history in which mankind dared to
believe it practical to make the benefits of civilisation available to the whole human race."
In all previous generations, a massive indifference to the effects of poverty was perhaps
excused in people's hearts by a lack of a clear
awareness of the extent and conditions of the
needy in remote places, or by the reality that
there was so little which could be done. Limited
resources and knowledge made poverty and
poor health the lot of the majority of
humankind.
Today, no such justifications exist. We need
not seek far to find images of what life is like
for 1 billion of our fellow humans living in
gross poverty. And we cannot escape the fact
that improving these conditions is now well
within human reach.
Industrialised countries currently consume
80% of the world’s resources, possess 80% of
its income, eat 50% of its food, produce 90% of
its manufactures and do 95% of its research.
Two billion people in developing countries
have no access to electricity and use wood for
heating and cooking. Nearly 2 billion lack clean
water and over 2 billion have no adequate sanitation - the two biggest causes of disease apart
from malnutrition. There is also a communication gap, and communication is vital to development.
At present, major and irreversible changes

practical predominance of the first two
theoretical concepts, but not in favour of
the third one. The isolationist nature of
first two orientations could be resolved
only by integrating the dimension of bios
as a unique and universal dimension of the
world, from which any developmental
model has to be developed.
Planetary and global determinants
are losing their geographical significance and assuming an axiological,

Networks and networking,
oriented toward Bios
biopolitical significance. The late 20th
century is characterised by multidependence, and polymatricity. The
survival of our world depends on our
ability to deal with the complexity of
the overall world of life.
As a logico-organisational-social
and static/dynamic structure, the network is best suited to meeting the

he future of bios lies
in understanding the
interplay of difference
and connection. If we are
able to understand that,
...we shall be able to understand and promote the
complexity of life.

T

requirements of such a world. It is
necessary to connect people, projects
and institutions active in the establishment of new, systemic ways of
thinking and acting. This action is
always oriented toward the preservation of bios. The 1980s brought onto
the scene the East-West relationship, in
addition to the North-South relationship.
The contemporary world is torn
between these two axes, each of which
opens up both an abyss of questions and
anxieties and a wealth of answers and
opportunities. The future of bios lies in
understanding the interplay of difference
and connection. If we are able to understand that interplay, we shall be able to
understand and promote the complexity
of life.

are being made to our environment.
Subsequent generations will have to live with
our legacies of detrimental change. Yet our
economic decision-making processes do not
adequately accommodate the interests of
future generations. Businessmen in capitalist
economies and bureaucrats in centrallyplanned economies make decisions within an
essentially short or medium-term time frame.
Even development agencies like the World
Bank discount the long-term future so heavily
that what happens in 30 or 50 years, let along
beyond, has little bearing on their cost-benefit
calculations. Nor does law meet the failures of
economics. Legal systems, national and international, do not look to the protection of the
rights of future generations.
Seen in the context of the short-term
needs of an individual, each decision is
rational; seen in a long-term and wider
context, the effects are disastrous.
While poverty is, therefore, a major source of
environmental stress, poverty itself cannot be separated from questions of inequality within and
between countries. Environmental problems originate in the patterns of consumption of the rich no
less - and often more - than in the struggle for survival of the poor. In industrial countries - of East
and West - there are many major unresolved environmental problems. These countries have had
more time and resources to clean up the environment than in the developing world. But they have,
also, in order to satisfy their needs, already drawn
down much of the world’s ecological capital.
Continued on page 8
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International Conference in Adana, Turkey

Biopolitics and Education in the year 2000
-VII B.I.O. International Conference promotes concepts, friendship between countries
he Seventh Biopolitics International Organisation
(B.I.O.) Conference on Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment - Education in the Year 2000 took place
May 17-20 1995, at Cukurova University in Adana,
Turkey. This important meeting was held under the auspices
of the Biopolitics International Organisation, which has its
headquarters in Athens, Greece, with the participation of
several distinguished scholars, politicians and diplomats
from Turkey and around the world. It provided a unique
opportunity to promote major B.I.O. concepts, such as
international co-operation for the protection of the bioenvironment, as well as the furtherance of the issue of bios
as a vehicle for strengthening friendship between countries.

T

M

The conference was opened by the President and Founder of
the Biopolitics International Organisation Dr. Agni VlavianosArvanitis, the Director of Environmental Studies at Ankara
University and B.I.O. trustee Professor Rusen Keles, the
Director of the Centre for Environmental Research at Cukurova
University Professor Hunay Evliya, the Deputy Rector of
Cukurova University Professor Usuf Unlu, H.E. Ambassador
Kai Falkman General Consul of Sweden in Istanbul and B.I.O.
trustee, the Honourable Mayor of Adana Mr. Aytac Durak,
the Honourable Governor of Adana Mr. Naci Parmaksiz,

Vice-Rector of Budapest University Professor Gyula Bora,
the Head of the Department of Biophysics at Moscow State
University Professor Andrew Rubin, Professor Michael
Manakov of the Mendeleyev University of Chemical Technology and leading Academicians from Russia, Poland, Germany,
Turkey and the U.K. Subjects discussed included important
dimensions of international co-operation for the bio-environment,as well as the implementation of the International University for the Bio-Environment (I.U.B.E.) Visiting Scholars Programme, with the establishment of a visiting scholars centre in
Rhodes, Greece and the further development of the current BioSyllabus. Receptions in honour of the conference participants
and attendees were given by: the Honourable Mayor of Adana
Mr. Aytac Durak, the Honourable Governor of Adana Mr.
Naci Parmaksiz, the Honourable Governor of Antakya Mr.
Utku Acun, and the Director of the Adana Chamber of Industry.

ajor B.I.O. concepts, such as international cooperation for the protection of the bio-environment, as well as the furtherance of bios as a
vehicle for strengthening friendship between countries,
were promoted at the conference.

and Mr. Taskin Tuna from the Turkish Ministry of Environment.
The conference was extensively covered by the Turkish
media and was attended by several leading scholars, such as the

Biopolitics Conference

Experiences from a national campaign in Sweden
H.E. A MBASSADOR
KAI FALKMAN
His Excellency Ambassador Kai Falkman has
served successively as
Attaché at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of
Sweden, Attaché in
Tokyo, Secretary at the
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, First Secretary
in London, Counsellor
in Lisbon and Ambassador in Luanda. Since
1991, he has been Consul General of Sweden in
Istanbul. An ardent B.I.O. friend and supporter he
has participated in several B.I.O. events, including
the Vth B.I.O. International Conference in Istanbul
and the VIIth B.I.O. International Conference in
Adana.
ducation is closely linked to diplomacy in the sense
of exchange of information between countries. I would like to
use this occasion
offered to us by the
Biopolitics International Organisation to inform you
about some concrete experiences from a national campaign in Sweden called ‘’Keep Sweden Clean’’.

E

Even though Sweden is regarded as a clean country today,
this was not the case some 30 years ago. In 1970, the
Swedish government started a national campaign, called
‘’Keep Sweden Clean’’, in order to educate the population
about the advantages of a clean environment. This campaign
became the starting point for the public’s awareness of environmental issues.
The purpose of the campaign was - and still is - to awaken
and engage private citizens, schools, associations, clubs,
enterprises and organisations to clean up their local surroundings. In order to draw attention to the campaign, all
available means of communication were used: advertisements, posters, television and radio programmes, press coverage, and special festivals and events (sports, music, entertainment).
The campaign was mostly financed by a small tax on each
return can for juices and beer sold - yearly income 1.2 million USD. The campaign has saved millions of kronor for
State and Local administrations, thanks to reduced expenses
for official clean-up. Presently, the yearly budget of the campaign is around 3 million USD, of which 2 million USD go to

the mass media. The rest goes to production, printing,
designing, information, exhibitions etc.
I believe that a similar campaign in other countries could
also play an important role for the environment. National
and local television stations, TV channels and radio stations
could also be used for such a campaign.
A special campaign in Sweden engaged sport clubs to clean
up along roads and highways. One year 16.000 young people
cleaned up 25.000 km of roads.
Along with Denmark, Norway and Great Britain, Sweden
takes part in a North Sea Project to clean up shores and
beaches around the North Sea and to prevent future waste
dumping. This is a project within “Clean World International”. Another project is related to the Baltic Sea. In 1983 a
special “Foundation for Keeping Sweden Clean” was set up
by the National Environmental Protection Agency, Swedish
Touring Club, Sweden’s association of Local Communities
and a private enterprise “AB Svenska Returpack” (Return
Packages). This foundation started a campaign called “Clean
City”.
Another very positive experience is the “Adoption Projects”, whereby individuals and organisations can ‘’adopt’’ a
park, street, or play ground and be responsible for its cleanliness. An Adoption Bureau issues an Adoption Certificate, a
plate which says “This park is adopted by School X. Contract
person is Y.W. Telephone number ABC.”

“Clean City” includes seven steps:
1. Awakening. Everybody shall see the problem.
2. Standpoint. Everybody shall take side against leaving
litter all over the place.
3. Commitment. Everybody commits himself/herself.
4. Action. Everybody takes action.
5. Social community. Everybody shall feel that many
wish the same thing.
6. Civil courage. Everybody shall have the courage to
say: Do not litter! Keep the city clean!
7. Reward. Everybody shall feel that he/she is rewarded
for his/her efforts. It is of special importance to engage
and motivate young people, because they are responsible
for much of the refuse and
waste. Thousands of
“course-leaders” are educated each year to lead
young people to protect
and clean up the environment.

The campaign“Keep Sweden Clean” also addresses
itself to private companies which can profit
in different ways:
1. A clean surrounding,
house, or street gives prestige
to the company.
2.
Enterprises
which produce or
sell products generating waste
gain a competitive edge by supporting the campaign. A good
example is “Volvo”, which has
supported a conference in Rome dedicated to restoring
statues destroyed by exhaust fumes.
3. Producers of goods and services in the environmental
field, such as garbage removal equipment, dust bins, waste
bags etc. have a natural connection to the campaign.
4. Companies wishing to appear aware of environmental
issues will profit from taking part (Building an Environmental Image).

In Stockholm, people can now fish and swim in the waterways of central Stockholm, which was impossible a few years
ago. Sweden’s experience shows that a national campaign is
of greatest importance in generating general awareness of the
problems and in encouraging people to take part. A national
campaign can then produce local campaigns and initiatives.
Everything is linked together, from a cigarette end thrown
on the floor or in a flower pot, to human creativity and the
moving patterns of the galaxies.
The unending task of the educated man and woman is to
seek to understand these links and to spread his and her
evolving knowledge to other men and women. In this way
we spread the value of love for bios, step by step in a most
concrete way, with actions of individual responsibility and
common solidarity.
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The Baltic Sea Region as a great potential for Biopolitics
Dr. Eugeniusz
Andrulewicz is Head
of the Department of
Oceanography and Baltic
Monitoring at the
Institute of Meteorology
and Water Management
in Gdynia, and Baltic
Monitoring Programme
National Co-ordinator in
Poland. His special area
of interest, both as a
practising scientific diver
and researcher, is the
Baltic. He is involved
with the International Council for the Exploration of the
Seas (ICES) and the Helsinki Convention (HELCOM), as
well as member of the Advisory Committee on Marine
Environment (ICES). Dr. Andrulewicz participated in the
International Sakharov Festival, where he presented the
following paper.

here is no
clear political structure
known as a
“Baltic Sea
region” despite the
fact that there are
quite well defined natural geographical boundaries distinguishing this region. The Baltic Sea Region constitutes about 15% of the European land area and 10% of
its total population. The Baltic coast is 7,200 km long.
About 90 million people are settled in the entire Baltic
drainage area, and approximately 16 million inhabit the
shore line areas. These inhabitants are represented by
nine countries: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Sweden.

T

Pollution of the Baltic Sea was not recognised until the
1950s, however, in the late sixties and early seventies,
drastic changes were observed in the Baltic Sea ecosystem. These changes manifested themselves in the deterioration of some marine coastal areas, in the changes of
marine ecosystem structure, and the contamination and
unacceptable sanitary conditions in some bathing areas.
Recognising a serious environmental threat, the Baltic
Sea States, in spite of important political differences,
signed the Convention on the Protection of the Marine
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area in 1974, the so called
Helsinki Convention, which was extended to coastal sea
waters and the protection of biodiversity, in 1992. In
1990, the Summit Baltic Sea Environment meeting established an ad hoc Task Force for preparing the Joint
Comprehensive Environment Action Programme. The
intentions of this Programme are to support the existing
Convention and to speed up the restoration of the Baltic
Sea.

Important political structures and attitudes for
biopolitics

The Helsinki
Declarations

Convention

and

Ministerial

The most important political structure for the Baltic
region is the Convention on Protection of the Marine
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area, the Helsinki
Convention, signed in 1974 which was put into effect in
1980. At the time of its signing, the Helsinki Convention
was probably the most comprehensive international treaty
in the field of environmental protection.
However, looking back at the political situation in the
Baltic region, in the 1970s, it is understandable, that such
an agreement could not meet all the needs with regard to
environmental problems in the area. Therefore, after
political changes in the 1990s, a “new “ Helsinki
Convention was signed in 1992. It contains new elements
and provisions, as well as a new approach to principles of
environmental protection policy. National and internal
waters were included into the new Convention, as well as,
the catchment area (“relevant measures shall be taken by

each Contracting Party in the catchment area of the Baltic
Sea”).

he fundamental principle of this new
Convention is still the obligation to
prevent and eliminate pollution discharges in the Baltic in order to preserve
the natural ecosystem balance of the sea.

T

The fundamental principle of this new Convention is
still the obligation to prevent and eliminate pollution discharges in the Baltic, in order to preserve the natural
ecosystem balance of the Sea. This should be achieved by
promoting the use of Best Environmental Practices and
Best Available Technologies. Contracting Parties should
also apply the polluter-pays principle. This Convention
also stipulates that environmental impact assessment work
will be implemented by the Contracting Parties. According
to the provisions of the 1992 Helsinki Convention, a new
policy should be developed with respect to nature conservation issues and the protection of natural ecological processes. In addition detailed regulations were elaborated
for Contracting Parties with regard to pollution from
marine transport and discharges of sewage and garbage
from ships. Finally, dumping into the Baltic sea waters
was also prohibited.
In 1988, a special attempt was made to speed up the
implementation of the Helsinki Convention provisions
and its recommendations. Baltic Environment Ministers
declared that the anthropogenic load of nutrients and
harmful pollutants to the marine ecosystem of the Baltic
Sea should be reduced by at least 50% by the year 1995.
Unfortunately, at present, it is apparent that this pollution load reduction will not be achieved.
Another attempt to reduce pollution of the Baltic Sea
was undertaken in 1990. The Baltic Sea Joint
Comprehensive Environmental Programme was launched
by the Heads of Governments of the Baltic States. In addition, representatives from multilateral financial institutions were included in the preparation of this Programme.
There were pre-feasibility studies conducted in order to
investigate point and non-point sources of pollution in the
Baltic Sea drainage area. A total of 132 so called “hot
spots” were identified. 47 of these were regarded as high
priority. Investment action focused on bringing pollution
under control at these hot spots.

The Gdansk Convention
In 1973, the Gdansk Convention on Fishing and
Conservation of the Living Resources in the Baltic Sea
and the Belts was signed, in order to solve the most urgent
problem of co-operation in the field of sustainable use of
natural marine recourse. The Gdansk Convention addressed
problems associated with fishing. This Convention was a step
toward close co-operation in order to “maintain the maximum
stable productivity of the living resources of the region” and to
provide general guidelines for co-operation on fishing.

Other international conventions and agreements
There are also other important conventions and treaties which
can be a good basis for biopolitics principles:
Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution,
Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, Convention on
Biological Diversity, Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance, Especially as Waterfowl Habitat- Convention on
Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context.
There are also some regional treaties in the Baltic Sea
Region, such as: meetings of foreign ministers - The
Council of the Baltic States, meetings of national and
regional ministers of spatial planning - “Vision and Strategies
around the Baltic Sea 2010”, Parliamentary Meetings for the
Clean Baltic Sea and cross border cooperation.‘
It is widely recognised that environmental protection of
semi-enclosed seas, such as the Baltic, are most effective
when carried out in very close co-operation between all
respective regional countries. Remedy measures to be
taken in order to improve environmental condition of the
Baltic Sea and to protect its natural treasures are relatively easy to identify.
Principal provisions and recommendations elaborated

by the Helsinki Convention are a good basis for environmental actions that should be taken within the Baltic Sea
drainage area.
A usage ban of dangerous pollutants, reduction of water
and air emission in the whole catchment area of the Baltic,
as well as nature protection activities should be mentioned
as basic measures to be undertaken by all nations in the
Baltic region.
Pressure should be placed on changing public attitude
toward environmental issues. Baltic nations must sacrifice
their aggressive economic development on behalf of sustainable development.
The principles of Best Environmental Practices, Best
Environmental Technologies and sustainable use of natural resources are to be taken seriously and implemented in
full.

total of 132 so-called “hot spots”
were identified in the Baltic Sea
drainage area. A total of 47 of these
were regarded as high priority.
Investment action focused on bringing
pollution under control at these hot spots.

A

There are both positive and negative circumstances for
biopolitics development.
*Well defined political and physical boundaries of this
region allow for a clear determination and localisation of
pollution sources and help in the setting up of restorative/protective measures for those regions.
*There are no major conflicts and differences among the
Baltic states as far as religious and political issues are
concerned.
*Positive political changes in this region can be generally regarded as conducive toward biopolitics development.
*Public fear of environmental catastrophes, public
interest within the Baltic catchment area often focuses on
environmental topics.
*Important economic differences between nations of
this region, as a result of variations in political systems,
still exist. The whole area should be regarded as two different areas which have some dissimilarity in biopolitics
priorities. Western countries like Denmark, Finland,
Germany and Sweden, and post-communist countries like
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Russia, with
economies in transition and very often still remaining
behind the other Baltic states in many aspects of environmental protection.
*In their search for rapid economic development, postcommunist countries may sometimes contradict the concept of sustainable development. It is anticipated that fast
industrial development and intensive agriculture will
expand and eventually become out of control, thus having
many negative and destructive consequences.
*Privatisation of large land areas threatens basic aims of
nature conservation and preservation of biodiversity
through the destruction of natural habitats and ecosystems. Anthropogenic pressure in countries in transition is
constantly building up. Because the pressure is so unpredictable, it should be monitored and subsequently put
under control.
Helsinki Convention activities over the past twenty
years have resulted in some improvements in the Baltic
Sea environment, however these efforts are still not sufficient. Baltic Sea restoration efforts must be expanded into
new areas of activity. It is becoming increasingly apparent
that the Baltic Sea can not be saved without close international co-operation and the implementation of Biopolitics
principles in the entire Baltic drainage area.
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Business Strategy for the Bio-Env

n view of the current rate of environmental destruction, business leaders are becoming increasingly aware of
the urgent need for a re-definition of the concept of profit. In order to adapt to the new conditions imposed by
international legislation, industrial companies are in search of a new strategy to successfully combine competitiveness and environmental protection. On February 7, 1995, the Biopolitics International Organisation
held a conference on Business Strategy for the Protection of the Bio-Environment, at the Harvard Club
of New York City. This important meeting, which enjoyed great success, brought together leaders from
Safeguarding
the environmultinational corporations, and provided a forum for the exchange of ideas on ways of coupling profitability with a preventive business policy. What emerged from the conference was the sensitisation of the ment needs to
become a conbusiness world to the importance of adopting environmentally-compatible business strategies.

I

“

he world economy has currently reached the point of fundamentally revising its
attitude toward the bio-environment. This crucial stage entails significant changes
in the prevalent system of economic values as the key to economic prosperity in
the future. Over-consumerism is not the answer, nor is sustainable development a sufficient solution. Sustainability is an undefined guideline and may quickly lead at an impasse.
Safeguarding the environment needs to become a concrete asset of every nation’s prosperity. B.I.O. regards promotion of a bios-centred economy as an essential way to create
a new deontology, leading to a revised code of ethics.
As a result, B.I.O. has been promoting the introduction of bio-environmental values
into economic decision-making, and has been encouraging corporate leaders to channel
their business activities in a way that respects the bio-environment and benefits the conti-

T

nuity of bios.
It is indisputable that the
economic driving force is
a major policy-setter,
capable of influencing societal structure to
a very large extent. However, this implies
an increased level of responsibility, as
business decisions often shape the future
of society. It is thus imperative that the
corporate world recognises and acknowledges this responsibility, and applies it to the benefit of all concerned. This responsibility is
is an urgent priority and is primarily connected to the issue of quality of life.
Therefore, Biopolitics promotes a re-definition of the concept of profit, whereby profit
will be evaluated in conjunction with a new system of economic values and environmental preservation will play a key role in this effort. Within this framework, the new concept
of profit will include dimensions of inner wealth, preservation of natural resources as a
major part of a nation’s prosperity, better health and the protection of bio-diversity which
constitute a “genuine” profit for society.

Bryan M. Thomlison
Director, Public Affairs
Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
Creating Value For and From the Environment: The ARM & HAMMER
Model

ur expertise in carbonate and bicarbonate chemistry is one of our “core competencies”. The other core competence, or core asset, is the value of our trademark:
the ARM & HAMMER brand. Since these two assets are already closely linked
to the environment, it was a logical step to leverage them into a leadership position in the
area of “corporate environmental responsibility.”
We are “environmental stewards” not simply because it is the right thing to do. We do
it because it gives us a competitive edge in the marketplace. I will state absolutely,
unequivocally that anyone who does not tie this issue to their bottom line is not going to
have staying power.
Church and Dwight has developed a model of corporate environmenWe are
tal responsibility known as the 6P’s. P is for Principles, People,
“environmental Products, Processes, Partnerships and Profits. Using our expertise in
stewards”....bec
inorganic chemistry we started develause it gives us
oping environmental products.
a competitive
Almost a quarter of our purchasing
edge in the
marketplace.
budget is for goods that are naturally
derived (such as soda ash and glycerine). Environmental education is a
top priority for us, so we work closely
with educators, environmental organisations, universities, government
agencies and other stakeholders under
the theme Multi-Stakeholder partnerships for environmental education.
Since businesses are not sustainable
without profits, no matter how well-intentioned they try to be, programmes that do not
bring a return on investment will get eliminated in hard times. Our model of corporate
environmental responsibility has been independently quantified as a providing a 10:1
return on our investment. We are proud of our past 149-year profit performance and
know that our focus on bicarbonate chemistry and our environmental principles will
serve us well into the future.

O
“

“ I dream of a

J. Patrick Nicholson
CEO and Chairman
N-Viro International
Corporation
Resource
Conservation and
Utilisation
A Magnificent
Opportunity

bridge between
the waste generators of this
world and the
food and fibre
producers of this
world.

“

Re-assessing the Concept of Profit

crete asset of
every nation’s
prosperity.

“

Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis
President and Founder
Biopolitics International Organisation

The Harvard Club of New Yo

aste
utilisation
problems present a
challenge and an
opportunity for agriculture. We are currently confronted with the long-term goal
of developing crop production practices that promote sustainability.
Animal wastes and many municipal and industrial wastes have substantial potential value for agricultural utilisation. The development methods to optimally integrate waste utilisation into sustainable agricultural practices could provide a major
part of the solution to urban and industrial waste disposal problems.
The utilisation of by-products makes great sense, providing that dedicated efforts
are made by industry and regulatory authorities to be totally and completely credible. No one will tolerate practices or policies that jeopardise the public trust. This is
our watch. It is our generation. “The buck stops here.” Why are our leaders so hesitant to act? They know the problem! They probably even recognise the opportunity. This challenge will require both political courage and political leadership. Now
is the time! The real challenge is to improve environmental protection, maintain
productivity, and concurrently provide for long-term sustainable soil fertility and
agricultural development. This is where effective and well-managed utilisation of
by-product, bio-organic and mineral resources provide such a magnificent opportunity.
I dream of a bridge between the waste generators of this world and the food and
fibre producers of this world. I dream that over that bridge will pass science, technology, understanding, communication and co-operation. I dream that because of
that bridge, we will greatly reduce starvation and the dangers that will face our children and our children’s children in the future. When we succeed in building that
bridge, each of us will enjoy the ultimate satisfaction of knowing that we did our
best.

W

“

influence on people’s quality of life and the survival of the bio-environment during the 21st
century.
To a far greater degree than in the past, system-wide impacts of each investment will have
to be incorporated into the investment decision, if we wish to leave reasonable opportuniThe Changing Role of the World Bank and the Bio-Environment
ties for a decent quality of life to future generations.
There is dire need for strategies in which governments, supported by development agenver the next 20 years, trillions of dollars of private and public funds will be invested cies like the World Bank, support rather than supplant competitive markets. And the priaround the world in capital items ranging from roads and power plants, to comput- vate sector’s repository of innovative talent, financial muscle and technical expertise need
ers and human education and training. And as has been true in the past, the to be tapped and supplemented with environmental ethics.
amount, the composition and the effectiveness of these investments will have a profound
How the World Bank, functioning via national governments, and the private sector react
Dr. Julia Panourgia-Clones
Economist/Environmental Advisor
The World Bank

O

to the environmental impera
will be critical for our future
opportunities exist.
All that is needed is a force
on the part of governments
private sector to exploit the
nities available for the b
humans, our planet, our unive
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Pollution Prevention Reshapes
Environmental Business

t used to be taught in business schools
everywhere that “the business of business
is business”. That business strategy is onedimensional and the only important thing is the
“bottom-line”.
Recently, however, due to increasing environmental awareness and the resulting regulations,
many businesses have started espousing new
environmental ethics. They make it the goal of
their corporate policy to map a
specific and tangible business
strategy for the protection of the
bio-environment. Along with Environmental
production and marketing protection raises
strategies, public health, societal employment
levels
well-being and conservation of
natural resources are becoming
increasingly important dimensions.
Environmental protection
raises employment levels
because it makes intensive use
of labour and domestically produced materials, and because it

I

“

Usha Wright
Vice President and
Director - Environment
and Safety ITT
Corporation

f the 100 entities in the world with the most
economic clout, nearly half are companies and the
rest are countries. Everyone of these companies
has more economic power that the majority of the individual member countries of the United Nations Organisation.
The 500 largest corporations in the world - a tiny fraction of
all firms - generate 25% of the world’s output. Industry is
not an agent of change, it is the vehicle of change.
The typical experience of environmentally responsible
companies is that pollution prevention and waste reduction pay off. This is usually true in the short run and is essential in the longer run for continued competitiveness. A
healthy economy and a healthy environment are interdependent.
Our traditional cost accounting system is badly in need of
updating and repair. Our economic score keeping does not
disclose full costs and is consequently biased against the
environment, against fairness and against future generations.
Our most meaningful collective challenge is to improve

O

corporate environmental policy in a large
multinational
company, such
as ITT, is a
challenge.

James C. MacKenzie
Director, Environment, Health and Safety
Xerox Corporation
The Environmental Strategy
of Xerox Corporation
Business Strategy for
the Protection of the
Bio-Environment: ITT
Corporate Policy

eveloping a corporate environmental policy in a diverse and
large multinational company, such
as ITT, is a challenge. However, given a
firm top management commitment, highly
and competent resources and, most significantly, the right values, this challenge can be met.
At ITT we have initiated the process of developing environmental policy by
first stating our fundamental values in this area, as well as our mission. We believe
that these simple, but poignant, statements will be a guide in everything we do and
further serve as a basis in developing specific policies.
ITT has an extraordinary and remarkable approach of developing policies that
involve its very diverse subsidiaries, thus ensuring that the policies are pragmatic
and meaningful.

D

to the environmental imperatives we are faced with
will be critical for our future. Ample
opportunities exist.
All that is needed is a forceful desire
Environmental
on the part of governments and the ethics should
private sector to exploit the opportusupplement
nities available for the benefit of financial muscle and technihumans, our planet, our universe.

“

cal expertise.

the content of
public and private communications, and
to enhance the
quality as well
as the quantity of social dialogue. It is in improving our ability to organise and process information so that decisions to
increase financial income will not be at the expense of social
outcome.
Learning and adapting to change is the story of survival;
learning and creating the needed change is the story of
progress. Pollution-prevention and a just and sustainable
society begin between the ears. Learning and then acting
accordingly is what this whole environmental theme is all
about.

provides some recession-proof stimulus to aggregate demand. A three-fold strategy, that
can be used both as a management practice and a technical solution for the protection of
the bio-environment, has already evolved and involves (i) integrated management of
resources, (ii) abatement of cross-media pollution and (iii) pollution prevention and
waste minimisation.
Environmental problems are becoming increasingly international as is the scope of
environmental programmes. The addition of hazardous materials laws further solidifies
the importance of national environmental policies. The effects of cross-border pollution
brings environmental issues onto the international stage. A more recent, and even
greater incentive for international environmental regulation and standards, is the proliferation of trade agreements such as NAFTA or European Union directives.

“Developing a

“

r react

Professor Constantine Yapitzakis
Albert Nerken School of Engineering
Cooper Union for the Advancement
of Science

“

agenhe prie need

A healthy
economy and
a healthy environment are
interdependent.

The Third Eye of Industrial Ecology

“

ll have
ortuni-

“

“

he 21st

Carl L. Henn
Senior Vice President
Concord Energy Incorporated

“

At Xerox
our
environmental
initiatives have
saved us hundreds of millions
of dollars

t has become increasingly
clear that the very survival
of the human race may well
depend on our success in maintaining the health of the environment.
Conventional wisdom had long held
that the profit motive is at odds with
environmental preservation. But a
new awareness has emerged that
recognises an inextricable linkage between these two interests.
At Xerox our environmental initiatives have saved us hundreds of millions of dollars by
reducing waste and conserving resources, and we have only scratched the surface of our
opportunity. While environmental management has been practiced by Xerox for many
years, it is now a fully integrated part of our product design and manufacturing operations. It
is fundamentally changing the way we do business today.
We view quality environmental management as an essential part of being a quality company. Environmental leadership has become an integral part of the business and values of
Xerox. Our corporate environment, health and safety policy states that we are committed to
the protection of the environment and the healthy and safety of our employees, customers
and neighbours on a world-wide basis. Protection against such unacceptable risk has priority
at Xerox over economic considerations. This is a rule we refuse to compromise.
Our environmental leadership objectives are to produce waste-free products in waste-free
factories. Whenever possible, for example our vendors ship parts to us in re-usable containers that we return to them, and we take every opportunity to minimise our own product
packaging. Our ultimate goal is to send nothing to landfills. The waste-free office is the next
objective at Xerox. We have set a target of 90 percent freedom from office waste by 1997.
Environmental responsibility is profitable for us, to the tune of several hundred million dollars annually. That is the value of the materials we have conserved. Our conservation leadership is also very good for our reputation as a total-quality company. Maintaining environmental integrity and sustaining the world’s natural resources for the coming millennia is our
responsibility — and it’s fun!

I

“

for the Bio-Environment
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Biocentric policy from
the Southern Hemisphere
-Australia Allocates AUD 63 Million to

The Government would also examine ways to
increase loans to small and medium sized enterprises for energy efficiency ideas.
"Greenhouse 21C recognises that economic
benefits flow from an effective Greenhouse
response", Senator Faulkner said. "Benefits
Greenhouse Reforms such as long term advantages in competitiveness, growth in Green Jobs, technological advances and Export Industry
Development. We estimate that Greenhouse 21C will
reduce our emissions growth to about 3% above stabilisation.

-Environmental Conservation in South
Africa Habitat Council and other NGOs
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN KINDLY PROVIDED BY THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE HABITAT
COUNCIL OF SOUTH AFRICA MR. WOUTER VAN
WARMELO.
WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE AUSTRALIAN
AMBASSADOR TO GREECE, H.E. CHRISTOPHER A.
EDWARDS

he Australian Government has allocated AUD
63 million to Greenhouse reforms and agreed
to develop a plan for a national sustainable
energy policy.

T

Launching the Greenhouse 21C package in Canberra on
March 29, The Minister for the Environment Sport, and
Territories, Senator John Faulkner, said it would fund a
co-operative Research Centre to investigate the use of
alternative energies such as solar and wind and will set up
a program to accelerate the use of gas and other energies
to replace fossil fuels. The Government hopes to achieve
20% primary energy consumption from gas by the year
2000.
The Government would work with Industry to implement fuel efficiency labelling and advertising for new
motor vehicles and new laws would be enacted to ensure
cities are built so they consume less energy.
Senator Faulkner said the 1 billion tree planting
program, introduced earlier this year, would also
be expanded and support given to a joint
Federal/State Governments Project to
develop a better database on land clearing.

The Habitat Council is involved in co-ordinating environmental conservation efforts in South Africa. There is
an increasing awareness that development in South Africa
can only succeed if it is achieved on a sound environmental basis. The proposals for reconstruction and development currently debated, all seem to adopt this stance. This
can only be good. In the end it still requires adequate funding, but if the will is there, and the common sense of this
approach is fully accepted, then the funding will be found.
The Habitat Council remains in the forefront of these
developments and, by co-ordinating the efforts of other
NGOs, hopes to ensure that the enormous task of social
upliftment and economic well-being is conducted on a
sound environmental basis. The Habitat Council has also
been involved in meetings and workshops with emerging
organisations which are going to play a key role in the
environmental NGO movement.
Yes, there is indeed excitement everywhere in the air as
South Africans are settling down to work together in making the country a better place to live for everyone.

South Africa Accedes to the Basel Convention
South Africa acceded to the Basel Convention
on international control of hazardous wastes
on May 5 1994. Sixty-four countries are
already party to the Convention. On May 6

October, 1995

1994
the Convention also came
into force in the European Union.
The single most important feature
of the Convention is the commitment
of member countries to a programme
of action to limit and eliminate the production of hazardous wastes; to reduce the
hazardous effects of any waste and to treat any residual
waste in the best practicable manner. There is also strict
international control over the transboundary movement
of hazardous waste. The Minister of Environmental
Affairs and Tourism has reaffirmed the government's commitment not to allow the dumping of hazardous waste
from other countries into South Africa.

Integrated Pollution Control Project
In 1993 the Department of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism initiated a project to integrate pollution control
in South Africa. Since then a provisional project strategy
has been compiled, a process to be followed toward the
project's successful conclusion has been designed and provisional structures have been established to involve a wide
range of roleplayers.

Cape Metropolitan Development Framework
The Urban Development Commission of the Western
Cape Economic Development Forum initiated the formation of a Cape Metropolitan Spatial Development
Framework, with the aim to identify areas where urban
development should not take place, where it should and
where it could, subject to further investigation on the basis
of environmental considerations.

Report on all Marine and Coastal Research
The Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
recently published the first report ever in which marine
and coastal research undertaken during the last 15 years in
South Africa is documented. Analyses of the research and
its relevance from a management perspective are made
for the South African oceanic environment and the entire
coastal environment.

Lord Ennals Continued from page 3

Environment, health and peace Continued from page 2

The world is not short of prophets of doom. But I am
not one of them. I believe that rapid economic growth is
not merely feasible but absolutely necessary if hundreds
of millions are to escape the poverty trap.
Developing countries, taken as a whole, have no
option but to seek to grow by at least 5% a year. Growth
of this nature would, of course, mean a rapidly expanding world economy. And technological change, combined with better and more equitable forms of social
organisation, does provide the means dramatically to
improve living standards and also to ease environmental
pressures.
Of course, there are limits; and these necessitate careful management of resources - management designed to
ensure fair distribution, as well as effective conservations. It is usually the poverty of individuals, or countries, which stands in the way of meeting those needs; or
the reluctance of those who have an abundance, to share.
The limits are more social and political than physical or
technological.
Many of those social and political limits have to be
tackled at a national level. It is the national government
of developing countries which face the most awesome
responsibilities. Environmental policies there will fail
and become discredited unless they are integrated into an
overall strategy for combating mass poverty. Such
strategies will be all the more difficult when there are
rapidly rising populations and material expectations.
Inexorably, we are moving into the kind of truly interdependent world where "spheres of influence" will be
wholly unacceptable; not merely because they are repugnant to sovereignty, but also because they are anachronistic in a global milieu in which, increasingly, every
place is everyone’s sphere of interest. Who can doubt
that we shall have to redefine sovereignty itself in the
21st century in terms more compatible with our maturity as a human society and more conformable to its insistence on the norms of a civilised state.
It will require Global Co-operation for a Better World
- the title of a world-wide campaign launched last month
under the sponsorship of both Dr. Arvanitis and myself.

future generations and the stability of the
bio-environment if not effectively countered.
It should be remembered that for many
years, urbanisation was a mixture of
housing and industrial development.
Poor urban planning led to sewage system inadequacies, overpopulated slum
areas, and pollution of rivers and reservoirs by various organic chemicals.
The picture is a very depressing one
and speaks for itself. And all this while
regulations and laws to prevent it are at
hand.
With modern technology and knowhow, it is possible to eliminate the
majority of toxic emissions that are
released into the environment. However,
it is essential to focus on the issue and to
realise that tackling it plays a vital role
for our existence. We do not have to
drag the dirty technology of the 19th
century into the 21st century. If our
decision makers and cabinet members
consider this a duty and a major responsibility, then we may begin to see a
brighter tomorrow and a healthier life for
future generations.
Presently, many problems can be
solved and at a relatively low cost. These
are the problems of environmentally oriented management; clean air-oriented
production and frugal use of resources,
with a high recycling rate that was also
found to be financially worthy. If implemented today as a small investment,
these plans can guarantee a better quality
of life in the future. They will conserve
the natural surroundings and our bio-system. However, in order to achieve this,
we need a more dynamic approach and a
more energetic involvement of citizens

in decision making processes.
In industrialised nations living conditions are constantly improving. Despite
troubles, we live in a very affluent society, that also produces enormous
amounts of discarded materials, which
become unused resources. Current technological potential reveals again and
again that there is no inherent contradiction between development
and conservation. The more we learn to
recycle and manage our resources, the
less technological advancement will
adversely affect the world around us and
ourselves. In this light, we should consider the following: knowledge as a way of
living; awareness as a means of action;
ethics as a way of decision-making.
Modern technology has allowed the
worker of the 20th century extra time for
recreation, but has also created the need
to spend more time outdoors. This is particularly important in small counties,
where nature is essential to the countryís
cultural identity. This calls for sustainable development, careful resource utilisation and management, and respect for
biodiversity. Our subjective ethics must
come to grips with the subjective world
around us.
The concept of sustainable development implies that the present use of the
bio-environment and its resources will
not endanger their use and enjoyment by
future generations. It is practices that
neglect this principle that are the basic
cause of current environmental crises.
Einstein once wrote about perfection
of means and confusion of ends. I would
like to conclude by saying that we are
witnesses to the dawning of a new era:
the era of transcending beyond our own

solar system, our own world. May it be
an era of preservation and recognition of
the beauty and bounty of our planet.
Earth.
As written in the book of Genesis:
"The Lord God planted man in a garden
of delight, to dress it and to tend it." The
basic questions human society must confront are not scientific; they are concerned with socio-humanist ethics and
economy that recognises the value of
health as a national resource. If we agree
that humankindís potential is limited,
and this potential is totally devoted to
solving problems of energy and resource
utilisation, then nothing will be left for
humanity - nothing but ignorance and
political incompetence. The time is ripe,
therefore, to question whether it is in our
best interest to continue pursuing policies of uncontrolled growth and overexploiting dwindling natural resources.
It would appear that humanity is now
approaching a new era of civilisation. A
society in which the most important values will be those of health, safety and
security. I shall conclude with a quote:
"Man is but a small country;. Man is just
part of the land."
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Acting Against Climatic Change
-Current situation on CO2 and greenhouse gases - Global Perspectives
-EU Strategies - Future Plans - North/South Co-operation

ne of the most serious threats to the
global environment is the possible and
substantial increase in the average ambient temperature during the next century, with
several attendant catastrophic effects on the
world’s inhabitants and economy. The existence of some 35 island states may even be
threatened as a result of a projected rise in sea
level. This would be the result of the wellknown global warming effect, because of the
uncontrolled emission of greenhouse gases
such as CO2, Methane, N2O and the precursors of tropospheric ozone.

O

Numerous scientists around the world have
turned their attention to the complex problem of
understanding the functioning of the earth’s atmosphere and its interaction with the aquatic and terrestrial environment. The need for a united assessment of the multi-disciplinary research involved has
been met by creating the International Panel on
Climate Change, the IPCC. This Panel includes
foremost members from every related field. Their
report, in 1990, constituted a serious warning about
the dramatic consequences of climate change. The
IPCC consensus report, as revised in 1992, predicts

I

f the world continues its currently increasing trend in the
emission of CO and other
2
greenhouse gases, a temperature
change of 1.58-4.5 C and a corresponding sea-level rise of up to
1m could take place by the year
2000.

DR GEORGE
STRONGYLIS’ academic background in
physics and astronomy includes working
for NASA as a
Research Assistant.
In 1981 he joined the
Directorate-General
XI Environment,
where he was involved in preparation of the
Montreal Protocol on the ozone layer. More
recently within the Global Environment Unit he
has managed a team working to implement the
Montreal Protocol through EU regulations. He
is also, in the global Climate Change area,
responsible for preparing regulatory Union
measures; participating in the International
Panel on Climate Change, implementing the
Convention, monitoring the mechanisms of
Union CO2 and other emissions.

ailure or success to achieve world-wide co-operation on
the issue of climate change may be one test of whether the
world can succeed in safeguarding the bio-environment
for the generations to come.

F

a possible doubling of CO2 in the atmosphere, a
temperature change of 1.58 to 4.5 degrees Centigrade and a corresponding sea-level rise of 0.3 m to
1 m, to take place by the year 2100, if the world
continues its currently increasing trend in the emission of C02 and other greenhouse gases. The IPCC
called for the reduction of emissions of these gases
by about 60%, in order that their concentration in
the atmosphere could be stabilised.
While it is true that there are some dissenting
voices in this consensus picture, the great majority
of the world’s scientists agree on the urgent need to
take action against this global threat.

International Efforts to
Combat Climatic Change
Early efforts to address the problem include the
Stockholm Conference of 1972, the Toronto Conference of 1988, that called for a 20% reduction of
CO2 emissions, and the Nordwijk Conference,
whose Declaration asked every country in the
world to mobilise against the problem of impending
global warming.
The IPCC report became the intellectual basis on
which the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, held in Rio de Janeiro in
June 1992, was built.
One notable success of the Rio Conference was
the signing of the United Nations Convention on

Climate Change by 160 countries. The Convention,
though setting the very difficult goal of eventually
stabilising the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, does not contain more than vague language

I

t is definitely disconcerting to
see the twelve countries of the
EU, which happen to be among
the most industrialised countries
in the world, not to show the commitment that is necessary to effectively control global warming.
about the control of CO2 emissions. This was
because this round was won by sceptical countries
that were not ready to take effective action in this
area. However, it was significant that a framework
has been agreed upon for North-South collaboration on this issue. The Convention calls industrialised countries, the main contributors to global
warming, to elaborate national programmes of
action for the control of greenhouse gas emissions.
The Convention also foresees the contribution of
the developed world to a financial mechanism that
is to help developing countries act against climate
change, through the development of their institutional infrastructure and the use of technologies
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Since then, the world has seen the slow development of the Global Environment Facility (GEF),
through the co-ordinated efforts of the World Bank,
and the United Nations Programmes on Environment and Development. It must be stressed, that
the initial optimistic pledges for the funding of the
GEF have not been completely realised. Currently,
some US$2 billion are pledged for international cooperation, not only for the purposes of the Climate
Change Convention, but also for the UN Convention against the loss of biodiversity and the protection of the oceans.

The European Union Policy
The strongest voice in Rio calling for the immediate control of greenhouse gases was that of the European Union, along with such environmentally progressive countries as the Scandinavian countries.
Already, in October 1990, the joint Council of Energy and Environment Ministers of the European
Community had agreed upon an important first step
in the right direction, i.e. the stabilisation of the
Community’s 12 Member States’ emissions of Carbon Dioxide by the year 2000, on the basis of their
1990 level.
Continued on page 10

EU environmental legislation on emissions of CO2 and greenhouse gases
MONITORING CO 2
EMISSIONS:
Commission issued
proposal for a monitoring
mechanism of
Community CO 2and
other greenhouse gas
emissions (COM 92)
181. O.J.C. 17992
Commission issued
amended proposal on
March 22, 1993.

SAVE PROGRAMME:
Council adopted Directive
on September 13, 1991 (D
93/76/EEC, O.J. L 237/93).
Commission issued proposal for Directive to limit
carbon dioxide emissions
by improving energy efficiency (Save
Programmes).

CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS AND
ENERGY TAX
Commission issued
amended proposal for a
council directive introducing a tax on carbon
dioxide emissions and
CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIONS AND
ENERGY TAX
Commission addressed
Council concerning its
strategy for controlling CO2
emissions, including suggestions for technological
development speed limits
on motor vehicles and a lax
on CO2 emissions including carbon fuel consumption. Working paper
approved by Commission
on December 17, 1990.

MONITORING CO 2
EMISSIONS:
Fisheries Council formally adopted Decision 2526 June 1993.
Commission issued
report evaluating existing
national programmes
under monitoring mechanism.

energy on May 10,
1995. Commission proposed that the implementation of a harmonised tax be preceded by a transitional
period during which
the Member States are
free to set the tax rates
product by product,
while respecting a harmonised tax structure.
As regards reducing

carbon dioxide emissions, the Commission
provided that the rates
set in its original and
revised proposal should
DEPLETION OF OZONE
LAYER
Commission issued
amended proposal for
Council Regulation on substances that deplete the
ozone layer.
Commission adopted decision on February 4, 1994
allocating import quotas for
some fully halogenated fluorocarbons, halons, carbon tetrachloride and 1.1.1.
trichlorethane.
Commission issued new
proposal on June 9 for
Regulation acceleration the
phase-out of all ozonedepleting substances
(COM 93) 202,
O.J.C.232/93.

be considered target
rates on a transitional
basis (from Jan. 1, 1996
to Jan. 1, 2000). Under
the amended proposal,
the original specific
MONTREAL PROTOCOL
ON OZONE LAYER
Commission adopted
Regulation governing trade
on ozone-depleting substances and products containing such substances
with non-parties to
Montreal Protocol on July
27, 1993 (R. 204793,
O.J.L. 18593).

provisions regarding
excise duties are deleted, or are replaced by
references to provisions of the excise duty
Directives.
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BIO Progress and Special Events in 1995
The President and Founder of the Biopolitics International Organisation, Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis, is nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize, by Nobel Laureate and
Co-President of International Physicians for the Prevention
of Nuclear War, Dr. Sergei Kolesnikov
Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment - Biocentric Values
for the Next Millennium, seminar at The World Bank,
Washington DC
Third Symposium on Business Strategy for the Bio-Environment, The Harvard Club of New York City
Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment - Bio-Educational
Perspectives, Seminar at Maliotis Centre, Boston
Radio and Television Interviews in Greece and the USA
Publication of Business Strategy for the Bio-Environment, in English. Proceedings from the Second B.I.O. symposium on Business Strategy for the Bio-Environment,
Athens, 1993 (168 pages)
Attendance of the UNESCO International Conference on
Biosphere Reserves, Sevilla, Spain
Hellenic-Czech Symposium on Biopolitics - The BioEnvironment - Bio-Culture in the Next Millennium
Weekly coverage in Greek newspaper“Adesmeftos”, fullpage specials on Biopolitics
Round Table Discussion on Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment, at the Cultural Centre of the City of Athens
Extensive Media Coverage of B.I.O.
Weekly Radio Program on Biopolitics
Keynote address at the Rotary Club Annual Conference in
Rhodes
Keynote address for the 50th Anniversary of the United
Nations at “Parnassos” Cultural Centre, organised by the
United Nations Association of Greece
Keynote address at the Hellenic-American Union on the
occasion of Earth Day ‘95
Biopolitics Education in the Year 2000 - Seventh International B.I.O. Conference, Adana, Turkey
Keynote address at the Serbian Academy of Sciences and
Arts and Proposals for Co-operation
Keynote address at the Rotary Club of East Attica Celebrative Dinner
Keynote address at Koinotis Dionysou Cultural Centre
Presentation at the First International Multidisciplinary
Conference on Human Behaviour and the Meaning of
Modern Humanism, Delphi
Meeting with the Committee on Legislative Provision of
Freedom of Speech and Mass Media, Supreme Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine - Extensive Discussions and Presentations to Parliamentarian Commissions; Proposals for close
Co-operation
Official Invitation to the State of the World Forum, San
Francisco

Official offer of the Rector of Lomonosov Moscow State
University for the university to participate in the B.I.O.
Exchange of Scholars Program
Keynote address at the Rotary Club Conference in Kos
Official Invitation to the Athens Summit
Publication of Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment - BioCulture in the Next Millennium. Proceedings from a Hellenic-Czech Cultural Symposium, Athens, April 1995 (104
pages)
Publication of Biopolitics - Business Strategy for the
Bio-Environment. Proceedings from a Corporate Symposium at the Harvard Club of New York City, February
1995
Biopolitics - The Bio-Environment - Bio-Culture in the
Next Millennium. Proceedings from the International
Sakharov Festival, Athens, July 1994 (in press)
The Biopolitics International Organisation and the
International University for the Bio-Environment join the
Med-Campus Programme
Guest of Honour at the Mendeleyev University of Chemical Technology 75-Year Anniversary Jubilee
Closing address at the International Business Forms
Industries (IBFI) 7th European Annual Meeting for leading
executives in information technology
Profit and the Bio-Environment Fourth B.I.O. Business
Conference for environmentally-compatible Business
Strategy, in co-operation with the Athens Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Official Launching of the International University for the
Bio-Environment Visiting Scholars Program at the
I.U.B.E. Rodini Centre in Rhodes
Keynote address at the ALPINE Graduation Ceremony
Participation in the HELECO Environmental Technology for the Mediterranean Area 2nd International Exhibition and Conference
Official invitation to the ECOAQUA MOSTRA MARE
AMBIENTE in Genoa, Italy
Keynote address at the annual conference of the EuroChinese Centre for Research and Development.

Action Against Change
Continued from page 9
In May 1992, just before the European Community signed the Convention, it made public its strategy for the
control of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases. This strategy included:
- the ALTENER programme for
actions improving energy efficiency;
- the SAVE programme for actions
improving energy efficiency;
- the JOULE and THERMIE programmes for the development and dissemination of technologies improving
energy production and promoting energy efficiency;
- a proposal to the Council of Ministers of the Community for a CO2 energy
tax;
- a monitoring mechanism for assessing the progress made by the Community toward the stabilisation objective of
CO2 emissions by the year 2000.
In 1993, the Council adopted the
ALTENER programme with only 40
million ECU for 5 years, which is not
adequate to support and disseminate
renewable energy sources.
The responsibility for executing a
large part of the SAVE programme was
left to the discretion of the Member
States, without any assurance that they
would all take the kind of concrete
actions necessary for the improvement
of energy efficiency in industry, transportation systems, etc.
The proposal for an energy tax in the
Union by the equivalent of US$3 per bar-

rel of oil, projected to reach US$10 after
10 years, has not yet been approved by
the Council of Ministers. The main reason for this, is fear of the negative impact
this important tax would have on the
international competitiveness of European industry, at a time of economic
slow-down, and when its main competitors, the USA and Japan, show no sign
that they would also impose such an
energy tax. Since the energy crises of the
1970s, efforts to save energy have slackened, mainly because of the very low
international prices of energy sources in
the last few years. Our analysis has
shown, however, that the single most
important measure we can take for the
limitation of CO2 emissions is the imposition of such a CO2 energy tax, which
would encourage a more prudent use of
energy, with all the attendant economic
benefits this would entail for all of us. At
the same time, this prudent use could further reduce several other forms of urban
and atmospheric pollution.

T

he proposed tax
could create 2.7 million new jobs.

One element of the Union strategy
which has received attention, however, is
the increase in funding for the JOULE
and THERMIE programmes, with about
1 billion ECU to support research and
technology for energies other than nucle-

B.I.O. will be
celebrating ten
years of achievement in the next
issue of Bio News
ar, as projected by the Fourth Framework Research Programme of the
Union, for the next four years.
The final component of the Union
strategy is the development of national
programmes by the Member States for
improving energy efficiency, by switch-

1995 progress has
been possible thanks
to the support of the
following B.I.O.
sponsors:
Commercial Bank of
Greece
Kitty P. Kyriacopoulos
Athens Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(EBEA)
Rank Xerox Hellas S.A.
N. Doumas
A.G. Leventis Foundation
ELAIS S.A.
I.F. Kostopoulos Foundation
Raptakis Group of Enterprises
Zeneca Hellas S.A.
Mi Thita Group of Enterprises

cates policies necessary to reach higher
economic growth rates, that will reduce
structural unemployment in the Union.
At the same time, it touches upon the
structural nature of such growth, and basically looks for sustainable development,
i.e. reconciling economic growth with

A

vigorously pursued effort is the implementation of
agreements between all European countries for the
more rational exploitation and use of energy
resources...

ing to environmentally-friendlier fuels,
such as natural gas, as well as improving
public transportation infrastructure and
discouraging use of private automobiles.
A preliminary assessment made by the
Commission and presented to the Council of Ministers, in March 1994, showed
that, at best, all that these Union and
national programmes have achieved to
date is a rather slow start, and there is the
danger that the Union’s CO2 stabilisation
target may not be attained.
It is definitely disconcerting to see the
twelve countries of the Union, which
happen to be among the most industrialised countries in the world, not show
the commitment that is necessary to
effectively control global warming. A
hopeful sign is the development of policy
frameworks in the Union, such as that
provided by the White Paper of the
Commission on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment, a response to the
severe unemployment problem facing
the recession-ridden economies of the
Member States. The White Paper advo-

sustained quality of the environment.
More concretely, a tax shift is advocated in the White Paper, by reducing
indirect labour costs, which could then be
compensated for by increased environmental taxation. The proposed CO2
energy tax could be a first step in the
right direction: its price effect could contribute substantially to the CO2 stabilisation objective, while as a result of its revenue effect, some 2.7 million new jobs
could be created in the Union.
Fostering trans-European networks in the energy sector would not
only create employment opportunities and improve the energy security
situation, but would also improve
access to low carbon-intensive
sources, such as natural gas and electricity, which can be produced in a
very low carbon fashion.
In addition to these measures, the
Commission is also pursuing action in
developing countries, in Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union.
These countries need substantial

LONZA Ltd.

improvements in energy efficiency,
as well as opportunities to switch to
low carbon-content fuels. The SYNERGY programme addresses energy/environment issues in developing countries,
while the THERMIE activities have
been extended to the countries of the
East. Energy centres have been established in almost all the countries of
Eastern Europe and in the European
portion of the former Soviet Union.
Another effort initiated by the Union,
and currently being vigorously pursued, is
the implementation of the European Energy Charter, approved by all European
countries. This foresees agreements
between Eastern and Western European
countries for the more rational exploitation
of the continent’s energy resources, for the
benefit of all the peoples of the continent.
The next step in the quest for ways to
internationally control emission of CO2
and other greenhouse gases, is the first
conference of the Parties to the Climate
Change Convention, scheduled to take
place in March 1995. Efforts are currently being directed toward achieving
agreements to stabilise CO2 emissions
world-wide, a step that would require
a substantial reduction of CO2 emissions by industrialised countries, so
that enough leeway could be given to
developing countries to continue
their own development.
Our success or failure to achieve
this type of world-wide co-operation
on the issue of climate change may be
one test of whether the world can succeed in safeguarding the bio-environment for the generations to come.
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IUBE STRIVES TO MEET WORLD-WIDE ISSUES
... Issues on development, peace and environment
are among those of the most importance in the
world today. Every nation has adopted particular
policies and strategies in its context of society,
economy and culture. The world as a whole is now
putting more efforts than ever before in opening up
the way toward the environmentally sound development. Together with these circumstances, I am confident that the development of the International University for the Bio-Environment will bring much
more fruitful results in the near future...
Liu Chunyu,
National Environmental Protection Agency,
BEIJING, China

LETTERS

Dr. Norman Solomon,
Rabbi
BIRMINGHAM, UK

Dr. L¿szlfi Kapolyi
Member, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences
BUDAPEST, Hungary

BIOPOLITICS AND BIO-DIPLOMACY
... In recognition of the spiritually and intellectually leading role played in the past
decade, dedicated to shape a bio-theory based
on reality, necessity as well as on a vision for
the amelioration of the bio-environment of this
planet, I wish B.I.O. every success and
express my support to the ideals of bio-culture
and bio-politics...
Dr Christos Yapijakis,
President
Panhellenic Union of Biologists
ATHENS, Greece

BIO WORKS TO ACHIEVE PEACE
...As our planet continues to show signs of
serious environmental stress resulting from
human activity, peace in human relations faces
enormous challenges in the future. The work of
the Biopolitics International Organisation,
which brings the importance of the biosphere
to human existence to the forefront of our
value system, is a tremendous contribution
toward true and lasting peace in the 21st century...

BIOPOLITICS IDEALS EMBRACE THE FUTURE
... Biopolitics is right in saying that “new values
and a new vision for the future are desperately
needed” in order to engage our world in a dialogue
on policies and actions to enhance socio-economic
welfare, and preserve the natural environment,
guided by a fundamental change in the current
underlying trend...
Ali Haribou,
Project Analyst, FAO
France

Environmental Olympics and Bios Prizes, it will
fix the attention of the world on the need to
view the values of human rights and bios as
inseparable...

BEST WISHES FOR BIOPOLITICS

ENVIRONMENTAL OLYMPICS FEVER SPREADS
... I do hope Environmental Olympics come to fruition.
A few weeks ago I ran in the London Marathon race
and found myself next to a man who managed to carry
a surfboard under his arm the whole way with a prominent message about marine pollution; he was not the
only one to use the race to proclaim an environmental
message. The connection between athletics, environment and peace is a profound one. I conceive it as profoundly spiritual, for I reject the idea of a contrast
between body and spirit; they are complementary
aspects which must be united in a total environment ...
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...We are firmly convinced that the BIO vision is the
real solution leading to a peaceful future world. It signifies a recognition of the new alternatives, based on
the protection of the bio-environment, that exist in
order to overcome conflict and secure co-operation
among all people of the world.The activities of BIO
had a catalyst impact in the formulation of the international peace spirit. This movement has played and
still plays an important role in establishing solid
peace foundations in several parts of the world....
Stavros Nikolakopoulos
Sino-Euro Review

BIO EXCHANGE OF SCHOLARS PROGRAMME
Being aware of the important contribution BIO has
made to internationally promote protection and
appreciation of the bio-environment, Moscow State
University is interested in establishing BIO International Scholars Exchange Programme, to co-ordinate teaching and research in Biopolitics.
It would give us great pleasure to invite you as a
visiting scholar for successful launching of the programme. Also, your recommendations for distinguished BIO members, who can take part in the BIO
International Scholars Exchange Programme, would
be greatly appreciated...

Signatories: Ngure Mwaniki.
John Kashangaki, Aidan Eyakuze
Agriconsult Ltd
NAIROBI, Kenya

Victor A. Sadovnichii
Rector, Moscow State University
Corresponding Member of RAS
MOSCOW, Russia

BIO PROMOTES HUMAN RIGHTS
...The world community is growing to appreciate the need for a society based on biocentric
values as we enter the 21st century. By
heightening awareness of the International
University for the Bio-Environment and the

CO-OPERATION WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF
PAKISTAN

I look forward to the opportunity of co-operation with
you on the possibility of holding regional dialogue on
Bio-politics which should
assume a greater role in
wildlife protection and habitat
conservation in the years to
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT - BIO-SYLLABUS
come. This, I hope, will lead to
Dr. A.Vlavianos-Arvanitis - A. Oleskin,
better understanding of the
subject and fruitful co-opera(English 1992, Russian 1993).
tion for scholarly discussion
BIOPOLITICS- BIO-DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
and workable options...
Dr. A. Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. Proceedings from a HellenicAbeed Ullah Jan
Russian Symposium, Athens, December 1991 (English 74 pp.) 1993.
Inspector General of Forests
POPULATION GROWTH, FOOD SECURITY AND EQUITY

B.I.O. Publications
BIOPOLITICS - DIMENSIONS OF BIOLOGY
Dr. A. Vlavianos-Arvanitis (Greek, English, French), 1985.
BIOPOLITICS - METHODS OF IMPLEMENTATION
Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis (Greek, English), 1985.
BIONEWS Periodical Vol. I, No. 1, 1987.
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT - VOLUME I
Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. Volume of Proceedings of
the First B.I.O. International Conference,
May 1987 (English, 400 pp.) 1987
BIOS IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
Proceedings of a Francophone Symposium, October 1987
BIOS IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
Lecture by the Right Honourable Lord Ennals
sponsored by the British Council and the B.I.O., May 1988.
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT - VOLUME II
Dr. Agni Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. Volume of Proceedings of the
Second B.I.O. International Conference,
October 1988 (English, 543 pp.) 1989
BIOPOLITICS - PROTECTING THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT
Lecture by His Excellency The Ambassador of Israel, Mr. Moshe
Gilboa, at the Third B.I.O. International Conference, June 1989.
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT
Presentation at the General Assembly of the Academy of Athens by
Academician Professor C. Bonis (Greek), March 1990.
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIOS THEORY
Dr. A.Vlavianos-Arvanitis (Greek, English) 1990, 1991.
(English version 1990 and 1991).
BIOPOLITICS - BIO-SYLLABUS
Outline (Greek, English) 1989, 1990.
THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Dr. A. Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. A Hellenic-Turkish
Symposium, City Hall of Athens, May 1990 (English 79 pp.) 1990
BIOPOLITICS - THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT - VOLUME III
Dr. A. Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. Proceedings from the
Fourth B.I.O. International Conference, January 1991 (English, 683 pp.)
1991.
THE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY FOR THE BIO-ENVIRONMENT
Goals and Outline (English 1991-1993, Greek 1991-1992).

Dr. A. Vlavianos-Arvanitis, Editor. Proceedings from a HellenicIndian Symposium, Athens, April 1993 (English, 47 pp.) 1993.
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Dr. A.Vlavianos Arvanitis, Editor. Professor Rusen Keles,
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Proceedings from the First Symposium on Business Strategy for the
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Proceedings from the Second Symposium on Business Strategy for the
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What is BIO?
he Biopolitics International Organisation (B.I.O.)
is an non-profit, non-governmental organisation,
founded in Athens, in 1985. Over the course of its
ten year history, B.I.O. has been promoting a shift
from an anthropocentric to a biocentric system of values in society, in order to curb environmental destruction and place appreciation of the bio-environment at
the core of every human endeavour.
In the search for new models for the future, the bioenvironment can provide the necessary unifying dimensions
for the promotion of international co-operation and understanding. With Greece as its operating basis, B.I.O. has gained
international acclaim, and leading representatives from 83 countries currently support its ideals and have dedicated their efforts to
their world-wide propagation.
B.I.O. has held seven international conferences and many symposia
that significantly contributed to the development of new strategies to secure
bio-environmental protection as a primary societal aim. In January 1990,
B.I.O. launched the International University for the Bio-Environment
(I.U.B.E.), with the goal to introduce essential reforms at all levels of education and promote new biocentric curricula in every academic field.
Our century is characterised by rapid scientific and technological
progress, but also by serious threats to the bio-environment. A bio-assessment
of technology would allow for the positive dimensions of progress to prevail

T

over destruction. In an effort to establish a diachronic search for
values, B.I.O. has begun an international Environmental
Olympics campaign, that has been enthusiastically received by
prominent politicians, academic institutions, U.N. organisations and members of the International Olympic Committee. This campaign emphasises the importance of bioenvironmental preservation, and proposes the world-wide
acknowledgement of accomplishments in this field by special Bios Prizes, awarded at the time the Olympic Flame is
lit.
A large part of the current environmental crisis is due to
the pursuit of short-term economic prosperity , therefore, the
active participation of the business world is a prerequisite for
the successful implementation of the aforementioned plans. In
order to adapt to the new conditions imposed by international legislation, new strategies, combining competitiveness and bio-environmental
protection, are needed. B.I.O., focusing on environmental protection as a
viable and profitable business strategy, has been actively promoting the
sensitisation of the business world to the fact that economic and environmental profit can be achieved simultaneously and are not mutually exclusive.
At the same time, business concepts need to be re-evaluated, in
order to ensure that the economic driving force directly contributes to
the preservation of the bio-environment.

Goals of the Biopolitics International Organisation
International co-operation for the
better understanding and appreciation of bios (life) and the bioenvironment. The bio-environment recognises no ideological or geographical boundaries, no East-West, North-South or developed-developing countries. Bios provides
the unifying force for the harmonious coexistence of all forms of life, leading to a
new era of bio-diplomacy.

Sensitisation of public opinion to
the ramifications of the biological
sciences in order for more people to
realise that progress in the biological sciences relates to their own field of interest.
This realisation may open new fields of
human endeavour, such as bio-legislation,
bio-medicine, bio-ethics, bio-arts, bio-linguistics, bio-economics, bio-athletics, biocommunication, bio-history, bio-education
and bio-diplomacy.

International legislation on Bios
Rights. It is important to protect all
International
Campaign
for
Environmental Olympics and Bios
forms of life by enacting rules that
Prizes. The Biopolitics International
prevent the deterioration of the bio-environOrganisation
has been proposing the introment, and ensure the fundamental right to
a clean environment and to a better quality duction of cease-fire during the Olympic
Games, a proposal which was recently
of life.
passed as a United Nations Resolution. In
Bio-culture - bio-environment. order to promote the bio-assessment of
Two essential dimensions for build- technology and a global bio-culture in the
ing new societal values for the next new millennium, B.I.O. proposes the creation of international committees in every
millennium.
field of human endeavour, assigned with
Promotion
of
bio-education the responsibility to assess the progress of
through the International University humanity. Bios Prizes in every discipline
for the Bio-Environment. The will be awarded every four years, at the
International University for the Bio- time the Olympic Flame is lit, to individuals
or institutions that “have contributed to the
Environment was launched in order to
preservation and better understanding of
reform education worldwide, and promote a
the bio-environment”.
biocentric curriculum at every educational
level.
In addition to a theoretical search of

ñ develop a bio-syllabus and new curricula for
every level of education, as well as audio-visual
materials on issues related to bios and the bioenvironment.
ñ introduce a positive feeling of self-respect in
the unemployed by paying a Green Salary
instead of benefits, with the commitment to
work for the protection of the bio-environment
(recycling, planting trees, city clean-up etc.).
ñ encourage the creation of a clearing-house
for both dedicated individuals and established
organisations to provide, through the use of
computer link-ups, a network of people wishing
to co-operate on issues pertaining to the promotion and appreciation of bios.
ñ generate environmental action groups drawing both from the enthusiasm of the young and
the experience of senior citizens, to tackle local
issues.

ñ encourage a bios-supporting economic strategy to replace destructive policies, and promote
a world-wide interdisciplinary exchange of information on the appreciation of the bio-environment.

ñ promote the establishment of a computerised
Bank of Ideas in which scientists, academicians
and philosophers, as well as any interested
party, may bequeath their thoughts and create
a rich depository of information and reflections
on bios;

values, action is essential, in order
Bio-assessment of technology.
to apply technological progress
A search for bios-supporting
ñ organise a World Referendum to allow for
aspects of technology coupled with toward preserving the bio-environment:
people throughout the world to express their
societal values.
willingness to preserve bios on our planet.

Celebrative issue coming soon
The following issue of Bio News will celebrate 10 years of B.I.O. achievement
If you would like to participate in Biopolitics, or would just care for information, please call
(301)64.36.345 or fax (301)64.34.093. E-Mail: bio@leon.nrcps.ariadne-t.gr

